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Global Bioinformatics Training
The needs, your vision for B³CB & you

Your vision
- Is there a need for a B³CB? Should it meet again (where, who...)? Better name (e.g. ...)?
- Your vision for its mission – can you suggest 3 goals for a global training network?
- How could B³CB work in practice (what would it need to make it work)?

5 minutes per point, 5 minutes each per rapporteur
Individual thoughts/ideas on post-it notes on walls

You
- Is there anything your training programme lacks that could be resolved through sharing?
- What could you bring to B³CB (expertise, communities, dynamism, sustainability...)?
- What could B³CB do for you (how could it help solve your issues)?

The needs
- What are the 3 main hurdles in the progress & evolution of bioinformatics training?
- What are the 3 main resources that are lacking or that are needed to enable trainers?
- Can you think of 3 ways in which bioinformatics training excellence could be recognised?